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We contribute to the health of people through medical and
health-care devices as a Designated Marketing Authorization Holder (DMAH).

As a Designated Marketing Authorization Holder (DMAH), ICST contributes to healthy lives through a variety of 
medical and health-care devices intimately associated with the blood circulatory system that maintains life.
ICST is an international company established through investments from three countries; Russia, Taiwan and 
Japan, and with planning and development as its core business activities, ICST is striving to become established 
as a global company that facilitates the service-product-money flow through the creation of partnerships with 
producers, sellers, and marketers in order to foster worldwide development of healthy economic circulation.

ICST Corporation

ICST Corporation promotes the following three main businesses:

Pharmaceutical application and other support businessesICST-Style Triangle Trading
We form a global network connecting planning and development with producers, 
sellers, and marketers. Medical and health-care devices designed in Japan and
manufactured in China are exported to developing countries including Russia.

Breast Care Glove

A special glove for breast cancer self-palpation. It raises the 
sensitivity of the fingertips allowing more effective self-palpation 
than with bare hands. It will contribute to early detection of breast 
cancer.

Oxygen Concentrator

Extremely useful to have at fitness centers, beauty parlors, 
osteopathic clinics and a variety of other places.

Foot massager

The step-on foot massager, proven through experiments to be 
effective, is a product developed in Japan that makes use of the 
ancient Japanese method of staying healthy by stepping on a 
bamboo massager.

T.L.F cu

Cuff inflators for intubation that traditionally have analog displays 
have been given color LCDs. The LCD displays the appropriate 
pressure for the endotracheal tube balloon ensuring a safer cuff 
pressure.

Injection Trainer

Supervising the administering of injections and collection of blood could 
only be carried out intuitively, but this training machine was developed 
with the aim of speeding up this process. It enables effective practical 
training through displaying of speed and pressure.

Serodiagnosis Kit

The ADAMU Series is a kit to detect the presence of antibodies in the 
blood of patients infected with echinococcosis or cysticercosis. As an 
agent we sell these three-piece kits, jointly developed by ADTEC Corpo-
ration and Asahikawa Medical University, domestically and internationally.

As a medical devices marketer matching medical devices to customers, 
we provide support when and where customers need it.

ICST is a licensed medical devices marketer, and we are not only licensed to import
medical devices, but also package, label and sell them domestically. 
We can propose optimal systems adapted
to the needs of customers for
importing and selling
medical devices.
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We want to break into
the Japanese market, 
but we don t know how!

We want to sell medical
supplies in Japan without 
setting up a subsidiary!

Breaking into 
Japanese market
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Planning and Developing Medical and Health-Care Devices
We plan and develop optimal medical and health-care devices according to the needs of customers.
Massagers form the core of ICST s health-care devices business. 
We are carrying out research and development not only into ways of making use of it as a
health-care device,but also looking for applications in other fields.

Support in Pharmaceutical A airs
We offer support to overseas companies in entering the market in Japan.
We have a medical device marketing license, so in addition to managing marketing
authorization, we can sell imported medical devices directly as an agent.

You can depend
on ICST.
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We want to sell medical
supplies in Japan, 
but there are too
many legal obstacles!

* Only companies with a domestic Medical Devices Marketing License such as ICST may become a DMAH.
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*** OOOOnllly companiiies wiiittthhh a dddomestttiiic MMMedddiiicalll DDDeviiices MMMarkkketttiiing LLLiiicense suchhh as IIIICCCCSSSSTTTT mmaayyy bbbbeeccoommee aa DDDDMMMMAAAAHHHH.

Designate domestic MAH as DMAH and commission all importing and marketing operations

■Enables direct obtaining of manufacturing and marketing licenses
■Increased opportunities for expanding marketing channels
■Enables cost savings in obtaining approval and maintenance

Merits

■It is expensive(costs of obtaining approval and certification are incurred entirely by the overseas manufacturer)Demerit

Domestic MAH obtains approval and certification, and is left in charge of domestic sales

■Cuts costs(costs incurred by Japanese MAH)Merit

■Possibility of losing initiative to MAHDemerit

ell overseas medical devices in Japan
Establish a subsidiary in Japan that will become an MAH

■Allows full control of overseas factoryMerit

■Expensive and time consuming
■Need for well-informed staff
■Need for qualified human resources

Demerits
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ICST can provide all the

support you need.
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ICST can provide all the

support you need.
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